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 Existing passages: a problem statement 
 

  Besos: exemplary for the world situation today: overpass 



  Aleix Armengol, Bésos,  2013 

 Existing passages: a problem statement  

   
 Besos: exemplary for the world situation today: underpass 



  

 Aleix Armengol, Bésos,  2013 

 Existing passages: a problem statement  

   
 Technocratic interventions estranged from surrounding context  



  Aleix Armengol, Bésos, C/SAFO-ALARCON, 2013 

 Existing passages: a problem statement  

   
 Derelict sense of abandonment claimed by marginalized users 

 



Aleix Armengol, Bésos,  2013 

 Existing passages: a problem statement 
 

  Main origin: managing liability in conflicting traffic flows  
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 Existing passages: a problem statement  

   
Undetermined space between contrasting public realms 



  Aleix Armengol, Bésos, 2013 

Technocratic passages: a problem solving device  

   
Conflicting hierarchies in traffic management of modern world 



  The Hague & Antwerp,  

Railway viaducts, ca. 1900 

Technocratic passages: a problem solving device  

   
 In origin: making infrastructures of different hierarchy compatible  



Technocratic passages: a problem solving device  

   
In XX th century: occasionally traversing primordial infrastructures 



Technocratic passages: a problem solving device  

   
 Deterioration due to wrong implantations and fear of being used  



Technocratic passages: a problem solving device  

   
 Securing customers by restricting use to certain categories   



Technocratic passages: spatial improvement…  

   
 Potential quality depending on space and daylight in passage  

   Viaduct  renovation projects in Zürich and Zaandam 



Technocratic passages: spatial improvement… 

   
 Recurrent difficulty of narrow tunnel with blinded edges  



Technocratic passages: spatial improvement…  

   
 Beautification by artistic decoration and wall treatment 

   

     Competition for young artists  organized by the Stiftung Lebendige Stadt 



Technocratic passages: spatial improvement…  

   
 Beautification by artistic decoration and wall treatment 

   

Exhibition space  underground at Wisconsin Avenue  

Bethesda , Maryland, USA 

 
Tesco: utilitarian ornamentation of subway  station in Philadelphia, 

Pe, USA 

 



Technocratic passages: spatial improvement…  

   
 Remodeling through artist light project  

   

     James Turrell: underground passage, Museum of Modern Art , Houston, Texas, USA.  



Technocratic passages: spatial improvement…  

   
 Remodeling through artist light project: changing over time  

   

     Illumination project as tourist attraction in train tunnel at Shanghai, China: two  of the possible light variations   



Technocratic passages: spatial improvement…  

   
 Remodeling through artist light project: changing along trajectory  

   

   

 

 

 

 

    Skertzo: ’illumination project for the road tunnel of Croix-Rousse in Lyon, France. 



Technocratic passages: spatial improvement…  

   
 Embellishment through architecture: beauty of the object  

   

   

 

 

 

 

                                    Footbridges at Evry (arch. DVVD) and La Roche-sur-Yon (arch. Bernard Tschumi et Hugh Dutton)Dutton 

. 



Technocratic passages: spatial improvement…  

   
 Embellishment through architecture: marking a transition 

  

     Floating footbridges in Rio de Janeiro (arch. O. Nieymeyer) et à Qingpu, Chine (arch. Group Design) 



 Addressing contemporary passages    

 

This overview of design attitudes intended to improve the dreariness of existing 

technocratic passages, shows that – if we want to arrive at innovative designs- 

we need to surpass the remedies of merely formal beautification.   

We need to go beyond form in order to give a social meaning. Or rather, 

investigate the significance form should embody to be perceived as meaningful 

public space.  

In order to do so, we propose to return to the key-elements constituting the 

original meaning of “passage”. These appear both in: 

•  The primitive passages created by the manifold practice of 

inhabiting the land    

•  The modern passages designed as real estate projects attracting 

investments by the new combinations of activities they offered 



Primitive passages: characteristics…  

   
 Establishing a shortcut by allowing to cross a barrier 



Primitive passages: characteristics…  

   
 Only really accessible for those who can master the dangers 

   

  Boat refugees crossing unknown sees and mountain tourists following instructor  



Primitive passages: characteristics…  

   
 Domestic rules determined by the residents  

   

 Domestic passages in Shanghai and Vienna 



Primitive passages: characteristics…  

   
 Symbolizing transition between two worlds: inner and outer 

   

     Medieval bridge at Narni, situation in 1895. 



Modern passages: a new typology  

   
 Speculative investment commercializing modern city life 

   

     Passage at La Haye (1925) and Gallery Saint Hubert in Brussels (1837) 



Modern passages: a new typology  

   
 A system of shortcuts through the building blocks  

   

      

 

Classification by J.F. Geist, Passagen, ein Bautyp des 19. Jahrhunderts, Munich, 1969. 



Modern passages: a new typology  

   
 Marking a transition between street and interior: inner and outer 

Passages Couverts à Paris 



Modern passages: a new typology  

   
Diversity appealing to informed customers: knowing the rules 



 Modern passages: a new typology  

   
 Creating a genuine public realm 

 Galeria Victor Emmanuele in Milan and Galerie Saint Hubert in Brussels  



 Considering Passages of today  

In principle, and somewhat simplifying for the purpose of this 

introduction, we tend to notice three reoccurring important criteria that 

can help us to re-articulate what would be a meaningful passage to-day: 

 

1.Shortcut or perceived as such 

2.Transition or middle-ground between socially differing worlds  

3.Accessible for all, yet drawing their particular character from the nature 

of the embedded activities and the habits of the ‘regulars’ 

  

They can help us to identify the innovative attitudes towards the passage 

of today 



 Passages to-day: meriting attitudes…  

Beyond  the ways of beautifying problematic technocratic passages we 

already distinguished, we notice two basic design attitudes towards 

creating new innovative passages today: 

1.Attracting activities or giving evidence to one piece in order to revive a 

neglected or outworn itineraries in town  

2.Identify optional crossings as emblematic gathering spaces for the 

neighborhood and highlight initially unobtrusive connections as iconic 

public places, popular to all sorts of city-dwellers.  



 Liven up the walk by attracting activities   

   
 Transform underground passages into commercial zones  

   

Commercial implantation into underground office connections, 

Houston, Texas, USA 



 Liven up the walk by attracting activities   

   
 Transform ground level galleries into commercial zones  

   

 

 

 

   Brookfield Place à Toronto (arch. S. Calatrava) 



 Revive itinerary by drawing attention to a piece  
 

 Create a clear marking figure in urban panorama 

   

 

 

 

  Footbridge at Covilha, Portugal (Carhillo da Graça  Arquitectos). 



 Revive itinerary by drawing attention to a piece  
 

 Create a clear marking figure in urban panorama 

   

 

 

 

   Footbridge with urban elevator in Echavacoiz Norte, Pamplona, Spain (arch. AH Associados) 



 Revive itinerary by drawing attention to a piece  
 

  An emblematic fragment to make you remember the journey by 

   

 

 

 

Millennium bridge in London crossing the Thames (N. Foster Partnership)  and cycling bridge 

crossing the Humber in Toronto (Montgomery Sisam architects) 



 Revive itinerary by drawing attention to a piece  
 

  An emblematic fragment to make you remember the journey by 

   

 

 

Footbridge on the Manzaranes River in Madrid (D. Perrault architect) 



 Turn optional crossings into gathering places  
 

  A converted outlook that becomes iconic for the district  

   

 

   

The ‘ promenade plantée’ on the  former railway viaduct in the Bastille district, Paris  

(arch. P.Berger /landscape Ph. Mathieux & J. Vergely )  



 Turn optional crossings into gathering places  
 

  A converted outlook that becomes iconic for the district  

   

 

  The High Line crossing the Chelsea district in Manhattan, New York (arch. Diller Scofidio + Renfro / landscape Field Operations) 



 Turn optional crossings into gathering places  
 

  A new outlook that becomes iconic for the district  

   

 

   

     

   The new ramp leading to the roof of the submarine basis at Saint-Nazaire, France (arch. Manuel de Solà-Morales) 



 Turn optional crossings into gathering places  
 

  A new outlook that becomes iconic for the district  

   

     

 The «  Malecon del Salado » in Guayaquil, Ecuador, new boardwalk acting as public meeting place for the neighboring district 



 Turn strategic connections into gathering places  
 

  New intrinsic links that attract their customers to stay  

   

 

   

     

  

 

 

 

 

 

  The jonction between the skytrain station and its surrounding shopping malls acting as a vestibule for customers, Bangkok 



 Turn strategic connections into gathering places  
 

  New intrinsic links that attract their customers to stay  

   

 

   

     

     The mechanical stairs in Hong Kong, China turning into a place of consumption and residence 



 Turn strategic connections into gathering places  
 

  Intrinsic junctions of larger unities assembling public use  

   

  

     

   Footbridge in Villetaneuse, France joining two groups of university buildings (arch. DVVD) 



 Turn strategic connections into gathering places  
 

  Transportation devices acting as connectors between two worlds 

   

  

     

     The « metrocable » at Medellin, Colombia linking the favelas up the hill with the city centre, and the Library  halfway 



 Turn strategic connections into gathering places  
 

  Transportation devices acting as connectors between two worlds 

   

  

     

     The mechanic escalators connecting the poor housing district 31 to the city center at Medellin, Colombia 



 Turn strategic connections into gathering places  
 

  Transportation devices acting as connectors between two worlds 

   

      

 The urban lift connecting Ipanema beach to the nearby favellas: leading to an amazing platform where the view  is shared 

by different social classes 



 Conclusion: small moves, big impacts  

These examples show how small interventions can really extend beyond 

their normal reach. By realizing strategic connections they complete the 

missing pieces of an integrated transport network that encompasses the 

city as a whole. In doing so, they allow the poor and deprived to reach 

destinations that were formerly inaccessible to them, and thus help them 

to become citizens in the full sense of the word. 

 

That is why the “passages” are the real challenge of our contemporary 

urban world. The IVM-program we are opening today in Barcelona 

ambitions to push the reflection on how these “passages” should be 

realized in the different contexts of the “demonstrator projects” 

 

 

 



Conclusion: small moves, big impacts  

Combining action with 

innovation, will push this project 

ahead. We are therefore 

confident that the many 

competitions and endeavors 

that will follow will also mean a 

serious improvement to the 

urban condition as such. We 

thank the Besos Consortium for 

being aware of this and look 

forward to the intriguing results 

their initiative will have….. 


